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SRA   EH   arranges   24.7.2021   at   Hätilä   military   area   Hätilä21   SRA   
competition.   

This   is   the   11th   time   the   competition   is   arranged.     

Address   to   competition   office:   Panssaritie   5,   Hämeenlinna.     

Please   take   into   account   that   driving   to   the   area   happens   via   roads   named   Ruunumyllyntie   and   Etu-Hätiläntie.   
Navigators   usually   guide   towards   a   road   named   Panssaritie   from   the   wrong   direction   and   those   roads   usually   

end   at   a   locked   gate.   Speed   limit   in   the   area   is   35km/h.     

Driving   instructions:    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYsfzAJtJr0   

    

Competition   timeline     
0730   –   0830   Sign   in   at   the   competition   office   

0830   –   0845   Competitor   info   

0845   –   0900   Moving   to   the   stages   

0900   –   1800   Competition   

1800   –   1815   Protest   time   

1815   Distribution   of   prizes   

Prizes   for   divisions   and   categories     
Prizes   are   given   to   top   3   in   Open   and   Standard.   Also   TST,   Y50,   7,63x39,   Women   and   Junior   are   
awarded.   

7.62×39     

In   order   to   compete   in   this   category   shooter   need   to   use   7.62×39   rifle.     

Junior   

In   order   to   sign   in   this   category   shooters   SRA   license   needs   to   be   2   years   old   or   newer.     

(1.1.2019   SRA   licenses   or   newer)     

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rYsfzAJtJr0


  

  
  

Signing   to   the   competition   
While   signing   in   at   the   competition   center   SRA   license   and   insurance   is   checked.   

    
If   you   are   not   Finnish   citizen   you   need   to   provide   following   information:   First   name,   surname,   

Profession,   organization   (can   be   also   reservist   etc.)   Nationality   and   passport   number.   Also   identification   
card   is   approved.   

Competition   fee   is   50€.   To   be   paid   by   5.7.   Account   of   VUK   

FI7454940920002617   

Message:   H21   /   Your   name     

If   you   don’t   pay   the   competition   fee   by   5.7.   you   will   lose   your   place   and   it   will   be   given   to   next   
competitor   on   the   waiting   list.   Competition   fee   is   not   returned,   but   you   can   sell   your   place   to   someone   else,   

if   this   is   done   then   you   need   to   inform   us   with   SSI   message   who   will   take   your   place.     

From   SSI   you   can   see   you   status::   

Waiting   =   Waiting   for   place   at   the   competition   

Pending   =   Waiting   for   the   payment   

Approved   =   Competition   fee   is   paid   and   you   can   select   your   squad.   

  

Approved   calibers     

Max.   rifle   calibers   are   .223/5.56   and   7,62×39   (also.300   BLK   is   ok).   Pistol   caliber   is   9mm.   

    


